five different top makes of car (beginning with the Stoddard-Dayton
roadster in 1910) the equivalent in miles of some seven times around the
earth—and, believe it or not, with never an accident—not even a smashed
fender. But let me say I did not drive in Japan. I had four or five different
drivers during that sojourn—they are a special class and how, over there
—high silk stockings (ladies'), patent-leather shoes, knickers, and a
military cap. And they high-saluted each other as they passed. Owing
to narrow tortuous high-on-a-bank roads of Tokio countryside, their
proficiency was similar to that of a slack-wire performer in a circus.
Due to a compound fracture of the wrist got while cranking the heavy
Knox roadster I owned (after the Stoddard-Dayton), I kept a driver at
Oak Park for a time. He was very careful of my broken member—but
eventually stole the car. He turned out to be one of a gang of auto thieves.
The police finally got the car in a St. Louis barn as they were putting a
coat of green paint over its beautiful gunmetal finish.
I never cared for the Knox anyway. At high speed it would settle down
and shake itself almost to pieces in a perfect frenzy (the garage-doctors call
it a shimmy). And they couldn't show it how not to.
I think I got almost as much enjoyment (1922, '25, '24) out of the long,
low, black, specially built Cadillac as out of the Cord. Patent-leather
Victoria hood over the rear seat, windshield between first and back seat,
no footboards, sides built down. I drove it in L.A. when I returned from
Japan. That Cadillac thus had mostly the look of the later Cord—stream-
lined—very compact. Wherever we parked the crowd would gather to see
the 'foreign' car—trying to guess the make.
But the Cord was a prideful car—an innovation along right lines that
changed the whole field of body design for the better—for one thing.
I was headed for Chicago one fine morning, very early. Between Madi-
son and Evansville a florist's truck turned up ahead. I drew aside, about
to pass, honking hard, when suddenly the truck with no warning at all
turned and drove directly in front of me, turned sharply left—I jammed on
the brakes, but the Cord caught the already careening flower-wagon full
on the side—nosed it over and over again and again and again as a hog
might nose a truffle. Over and over went the Madison florist, three times,
and he was well on the way to the fourth turnover before the truck
finally collapsed in a heap—the head of the Madison florist coming up
through the debris—cursing loud and cursing plenty.
Never were swear-words sweeter to my ear. The man was not even
hurt.
He recognized me with a 'G— d	it, Mr. Wright!!!! G— d	!!
Jesus Christ, why don't you look where you're going!!!' He got disen-
tangled from the collapsed top, got up just a little wobbly, and galloped
off to the nearby roadside station to call up—whom do you suppose? The
press! He was asking them to send a photographer out to get the wreck. A
left turn into traffic rarely gets damages, especially as we were three to
testify to the fact that the florist had given no warning whatever} and had
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